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The Songwriters Guild of America, Inc. (“SGA”) respectfully submits these 

comments in response to the U.S. Copyright Office’s  (the “Office”) Notice of Inquiry 

dated March 17, 2014 for written comments on issues regarding its Study on Music 

Licensing (the “NOI”).   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. SGA 

SGA is the oldest and largest U.S. national organization run exclusively by and for 

the creators of musical compositions and their heirs, with approximately five 

thousand members nationwide and over eighty years of experience in advocating for 

music creator rights on the federal, state and local levels. SGA’s membership is 

comprised of songwriters, lyricists, composers and the estates of deceased members.  

SGA provides a variety of administrative services to its members, including contract 

analysis, copyright registration and renewal filings, termination rights notices, and 

royalty collection and auditing, to ensure that songwriters receive fair and accurate 
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compensation for the use of their works.  SGA takes great pride in its unique position 

as the sole untainted representative of the interests of American and international 

music creators, uncompromised by the frequently conflicting views and “vertically 

integrated” interests of other copyright users and assignees.    

 

B.  General Views Concerning This Inquiry and Call for Comments 

SGA is extremely gratified by, and supportive of, the efforts of the Office in 

undertaking this Study on Music Licensing at this crucial time of change and 

upheaval throughout the American and global music communities.  The accelerating 

shift to digital distribution as the overwhelmingly preferred consumer method of 

accessing music has created enormous new challenges for songwriters and 

composers.  Moreover, the ability of songwriters and composers to support 

themselves through income gleaned from the public consumption of their musical 

works has been deeply compromised, particularly by the continued, rampant theft of 

musical works by self-proclaimed Internet “pirates” and the failure of licensed digital 

sources of music to pay fair compensation to music creators at equitable, market 

value rates.  These problems must be addressed if the American professional music 

creator community is to survive and continue in its vital role as one of the great 

sources of this nation’s cultural advancement and global influence.    

 

In that regard, SGA believes that the questions posed by the Office in its broad 

inquiry on music licensing are comprehensive, providing a crucial opportunity for all 

interested parties to participate in the process of suggesting solutions that each 
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considers necessary and proper to address the dire problems our community faces. 

The expression of those inevitably divergent and potentially controversial views, 

however, will undoubtedly spark further analysis, debate and comment.  While it is 

unclear that any consensus will arise from this process, SGA welcomes the 

opportunity to review and analyze the comments and proposals of all the stakeholders 

in the hope that, at a minimum, our differences can be narrowed. In many ways, in 

fact, SGA views the opportunity for the music creator community to analyze and 

react to the comments and suggestions of other interested parties submitted in this 

first round of submissions as the most important aspect of this process.   

 

II. Musical Works 

The following general comments are submitted in answer to questions 1-7 of the NOI. 

 

SGA has identified four principal areas of greatest concern in regard to adequate 

protections for composers and lyricists in the licensing context.  These are  the 

indispensible needs for (A) fair market value compensation for the use of musical 

works; (B) complete transparency throughout the licensing, use and payment process; 

(C) full and equal representation of music creator interests in the management of any  

organization(s) legislatively or administratively created as so-called “centralized 

licensing” agents, and (D) the establishment of a stable and secure digital 

marketplace in which the theft of musical works is diminished to a level at which 

commercial interests no longer have to compete against a black market economy, the 

rates for which are set permanently at “free.” 
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A. Fair, Market Value Compensation for the Use of Musical Works 

SGA is in accord with the views of the Performing Rights Organizations (“PROs”) 

and others expressing the idea that the governmentally imposed consent decrees to 

which the PROs remain subject are severely outdated, crippling the  ability of the 

PROs to establish fair, market value rates for the performance of musical 

compositions in digital environments on behalf of music creators.   SGA has and will 

in the future be communicating with the U.S. Department of Justice and other offices 

of the U.S. Government concerning the necessity to review and overhaul these 

consent decrees in ways that make it possible for American and international music 

creators to realize fair market compensation for the use of their works, free from the 

artificial devaluation of royalty rates that result from strict judicial interpretation of 

decades-old decrees formulated for the pre-Internet and digital distribution era.   

 

By way of example, the untenable results of recent rate-setting decisions concerning 

the digital music streaming company Pandora, the entire business model of which is 

built upon the exploitation and distribution of musical compositions at rates far below 

market value, stand as a stark example of the need to address the market inequities 

that flow from the consent decrees before further, irreparable harm is caused to the 

American music creator community and to American culture.   

 

Moreover, SGA also stands side by side with its music community colleagues in 

support of the Songwriter Equity Act currently pending in both houses of Congress 
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(S. 2321, H.R. 4079).  That Act would direct the Copyright Royalty Board to utilize 

the “willing buyer – willing seller” ("WBWS") standard in setting future royalty rates 

pursuant to its oversight mandate under the Copyright Act.  SGA believes that the 

WBWS formula would likely lead to far more equitable results in rate setting for the 

use of musical compositions, including a long overdue increase in the current 

statutory mechanical royalty rate.  That rate has for a decade stagnated at the level of 

9.1 cents per physical or digital copy made and distributed even as inflation and other 

devaluing factors have advanced at alarming rates. 

 

SGA is a founding member of the Musical Creator North America coalition 

("MCNA"). Additional comments concerning the submission of MCNA's important 

forthcoming “Study Concerning Fair Compensation for Music Creators in the Digital 

Age” are included in Section VII of this submission. 

 

B. Complete transparency throughout the licensing, use and payment                                                      

process. 

For close to two decades, American music creators have been assured again and again 

by leaders of the technology community, members of the marketplace of copyright 

licensees, and by its own music publisher partners, that the great benefit of the digital 

age for songwriters and composers is the promise of “transparency.”  The brave new 

world of immutable ones and zeros, it has been pledged to creators, will at last put an 

end to decades of obfuscation and uncertainty concerning the accurate payment and 

distribution of royalties.  Unfortunately, these promises of full disclosure and access 
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for creators in the tracking of copyright uses and the concomitant payment of 

royalties have so far gone largely, if not completely, unfulfilled.  The issue of 

mandatory transparency concerning intellectual property licensing and transactions, 

in fact, is one that the Office should consider within this NOI.  Any new or modified 

licensing system without a requirement of complete transparency will still leave 

songwriters at an impossible disadvantage.  

 

For the purposes of this round of comments, SGA wishes to point out two areas of 

music licensing activity in the digital marketplace that currently require especially 

intense scrutiny if promised levels of transparency are ever to be realized.   

 

The first category of activity concerns the so-called “pass through” mechanical 

license established under section 115 of the Copyright Act (through provisions of the 

Digital Millennium Copyright Act), whereby mechanical licensees of music (such as 

record companies) holding licenses permitting the manufacture and distribution of 

physical copies of sound recordings embodying musical compositions may “pass 

through” such licenses to digital distributors of the sound recordings.  This creates a 

situation in which the creators and owners of musical compositions have no privity of 

contract with online music distribution giants such as Apple iTunes, and must 

therefore rely on sometimes adversarial record company “intermediaries” for the 

monitoring and payment of royalties earned via online download usage.  To the 

knowledge of SGA, not a single royalty audit of online distributors of music such as 

iTunes by the creators and owners of musical compositions has ever taken place due 
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to this licensing anomaly.  Under such circumstances, music creators simply do not 

have a mechanism under which they can verify that proper monitoring and payment 

of royalties by online music download distributors is taking place.  This manifestly 

unfair and opaque system should be quickly and decisively rectified.    

 

The second category regarding the lack of transparency is even more troubling to the 

music creator community, as it concerns a movement away from the important 

tradition of collective performing rights licensing through the PROs that has 

benefited and given protection to the community of American music creators for over 

one hundred years.  The trend toward direct licensing to copyright users by music 

publishers of performing rights in musical compositions is one that is causing grave 

concern to the music creator community because of the utter lack of transparency in 

the direct licensing process.   

 

Since the establishment of ASCAP in 1914, music creators in the United States have 

been able to rely upon the PROs for licensing, collection and distribution services in 

the performing rights context pursuant to a one on one relationship between each 

creator and his or her chosen PRO.  This system has not only provided music creators 

with the crucial assurance that an important source of revenue will be paid directly to 

them by the PRO, but has also fostered the development of a robust partnership of 

advocacy for music creator rights between SGA and the PROs over the past eight 

decades.  
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Music publishers, however, citing the unfairly stifling effects of the consent decrees 

on the ability of PROs to negotiate fair market royalty rates  for the performance of 

musical works in the digital era, have recently begun in earnest to consider following 

through on their announced intentions to withdraw their catalogs from the PROs and 

to license performing rights directly.  While, as noted above, SGA fully supports 

efforts to revamp the consent decrees in ways that will solve the fair market royalty 

rate-setting problem, it cannot and does not support a solution that will allow music 

publishers to partially or fully withdraw their catalogs, including the rights of both 

American and foreign music creators from the PROs, without formal commitment to 

complete transparency as well as to music creators being granted the full value of 

their rights. 

 

This complex issue was recently the subject of important correspondence between 

SGA and its international partners in the MCNA and the European Composers and 

Songwriters Alliance ("ECSA") on the one hand, and the two largest PROs - ASCAP 

and BMI - on the other.  It is SGA’s firm belief that the views expressed in those 

written exchanges are extremely relevant and important to the completeness of this 

licensing study, and SGA hereby attaches copies of the correspondence as Exhibit I.  

The content of this correspondence is self-explanatory as to the problems and issues 

that have arisen as a result of the accelerated movement by music  publishers toward 

the direct licensing of performing rights. 
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Moreover, it should also be noted that despite announcements by some major music 

publishers that they may continue to utilize the services of the PROs to distribute 

royalties to music creators directly, even following the withdrawal of their catalogs 

from the PROs, not a single such publisher has announced that it intends to share 

with those PROs full and complete data concerning the terms of its licensing 

arrangements, including fees, advances and related contractual benefits.  This lack of 

transparency will inevitably, in the view of SGA, result in music creators being 

denied the full value for their rights, as was evident in the DMX licensing situation 

noted in the correspondence in Exhibit I.  

 

C. Equal representation of music creator interests in the management 

of “centralized licensing” organizations  

SGA looks forward to the opportunity to consider and comment upon any proposals 

that may be forthcoming from the music and recording communities for the 

establishment of a more streamlined, centralized and potentially combined music and 

sound recording licensing system.  SGA has consistently over the past years (and 

increasingly over the past several months) made inquiry to both the music publishing 

and recording industries concerning their potential plans for introduction of any such 

proposals, but has not yet been informed of their specific intentions. 

 

Nevertheless, SGA can state with certainty that in considering the merits of any such 

proposals, it shall be guided by many of the same essential principles that it 

expressed in 2006 regarding the consideration of the “SIRA” legislation.  These 
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include the sine qua non for music creator community support, namely the need for 

equal creator representation on the governing boards and any dispute resolution 

bodies of any designated licensing agent or agents.  In addition, SGA will insist that 

prohibitions against the surrender of rights of creators through "letters of direction" 

will be included in any proposals; this will ensure that the rights granted to creators 

are not easily vitiated by the imposition of marketplace pressures by copyright 

administrators in inevitably superior bargaining positions.  SGA reserves its right to 

identify other essential components of any such proposed licensing systems, 

including a bar against unchecked spending authority by any designated agent or 

agents; transparency in providing data (at no or minimal cost)  to songwriters about 

collections and disbursements; timely distribution of royalties; fair distribution to 

creators of unclaimed funds; and to express those thoughts and conditions in future 

comments. 

 

D.  Establishment of a stable and secure digital marketplace where the 

theft of musical works is diminished to a level at which commercial 

interests no longer have to compete against “free” 

The looting of musical works on the Internet has continued nearly unabated over 

almost two decades, during which time the income of the music and recording 

industries (and especially of individual music creators and recording artists) have 

been diminished, according to reliable estimates, by as much as two-thirds.  

Consideration of the viability of new licensing systems and rate setting mechanisms 
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without addressing the drastic need to curtail online digital theft of musical works is, 

in SGA's view, an exercise in futility.   

 

Moreover, accepting the notion that licensed music distributors and services must be 

permitted to artificially depress royalty payments because they must compete against 

black market free goods stands the principles of fairness and the sanctity of property 

ownership on their heads.  In considering the viability of any licensing solutions 

proposed under this NOI, there must be recognition that unless additional systems 

and laws are put in place to control or eliminate theft, no licensing scheme can 

possibly address the royalty needs of the music creator community.  

 

SGA would once again like to thank the Office for its work regarding the potential 

development of a small claims court system to address the needs of individual music 

creators for an affordable means of rights enforcement.  SGA looks forward to 

assisting the Office in any way it can in furthering discussion of the small claims 

issue as an important component of curbing rampant online infringement of musical 

works.  

 

III.  Questions Concerning Sound Recordings and Platform Parity  

SGA looks forward to reviewing the comments of its recording and music industry 

colleagues regarding questions 8-13, and to presenting our views, if appropriate, 

during the next round of comments. 
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IV.  Changes in Music Licensing Practices 

Concerning questions 14-17, SGA hereby repeats its comments about the issue of 

direct licensing as set forth above, and respectfully reserves its right to comment 

further, if appropriate, in the next round of comments.  

 

V.    Revenues and Investment 

In answer to question 18, SGA hereby respectfully submits as Exhibit II a copy of an 

important and widely disseminated interview conducted by MTP’s Christian Castle 

with SGA President Rick Carnes, originally published in January, 2009, on the issue 

of damage to the American music creator community by online theft.  Speaking as a 

songwriter, the SGA President gives a detailed assessment of the difficult financial 

landscape in which music creators are now forced to operate, outlining problems that 

have only expanded and deepened in the ensuing five-year period. 

 

Question 19 can be read in two different ways:  asking about the equities in the 

division of revenues between creators and distributors and asking about the equities 

in the division between sound recording owners and musical composition owners.  As 

for the first interpretation, we address this issue above under “II. A. Fair, Market 

Value Compensation for the Use of Musical Works ,” where we point out that the 

current consent decrees cripple the ability of music creators to obtain fair, market 

value rates for the performance of musical compositions from digital distributors.  As 

for the second interpretation, we believe that both sound recording owners and the 

creators and owners of musical compositions deserve fair market value for their 
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works, and the pitting of sound recording owners versus creators and owners of 

musical compositions is based on a false presumption that allows the distributors of 

music to avoid paying fair market rates for both, with songwriters and composers 

suffering deeply unfair financial discrimination as a result.  SGA respectfully 

reserves it right to comment further on this issue, if appropriate, in the next round of 

comments. 

 

VI.  Data Standards 

SGA supports the comments of the PROs, ASCAP and BMI, concerning the 

establishment of data standards raised by question 22, and respectfully reserves its 

right to comment further upon review of other submissions. 

 

VII.  Other Issues:  Study Concerning Fair Compensation for Music Creators in 

the Digital Age (May 2014) 

As noted above, SGA, as a founding member of the international music creator 

advocacy organization Music Creators North America (“MCNA”), is pleased to 

announce that MCNA’s “Study Concerning Fair Compensation for Music Creators in 

the Digital Age” will be published on or about May 31, 2014.  This Study, in its final 

stages of review by author Pierre-E Lalonde, will shortly be available widely on the 

Internet and in printed form.   

 

With the permission of the Office, SGA hereby respectfully requests permission to 

submit a copy of this Study upon its publication as an Exhibit III to these comments. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

SGA applauds the Office’s efforts and initiative in launching its study of music 

licensing issues at this most challenging time, and looks forward to working with the 

Office in helping to shape a future in which the rights and incomes of music creators 

are fairly and equitably protected.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Rick Carnes, President 

Charles J. Sanders, Counsel 

 

Songwriters Guild of America, Inc.  

5120 Virginia Way, Suite C 22 

Brentwood, Tennessee 37027 

 

Dated: May 23, 2014 
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Exhibit II 

 

 

http://musictechpolicy.wordpress.com/2012/03/10/an-inconvenient-truth-songwriters-guild-

president-rick-carnes-talks-about-the-effect-of-piracy-on-american-songwriters/  

 

The MTP Interview: An Inconvenient Truth: Songwriters Guild President Rick Carnes 

talks about the effect of piracy on American songwriters 

March 10, 2012 

 

American songwriters are one of our greatest sources of culture as well as important contributors 

to America's "soft power"--our ability to win hearts and minds around the world by attraction and 

not by force.  

 

As Professor Joseph Nye would say "Lennon trumped Lenin." (See Center for Strategic & 

International Studies Smart Power favored by the Obama Administration in the "change" 

direction for U.S. foreign policy.)  But Internet analysts, self-appointed futurists as well as self-

anointed consumer advocates almost always misunderstand the role of songwriters and the 

negative effects that rampant piracy has had on them.  

 

People who just write songs don't sell T-shirts, don't play shows, don't have all the other income 

streams available to them that the EFFluviati point to as substitute revenues for the cruel theft of 

labor value by companies like Kazaa, Morpheus, Limewire and the Pirate Bay. You hear a lot of 
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talk about "follow on" artists or "remix culture"?  Songwriters are the ones who are most often 

"followed upon" and "remixed out of culture".  And as noted in this interview, there are fewer 

and fewer original professional songwriters around every year.  Rick Carnes is the President of 

the Songwriters Guild of America, and is a tireless advocate for American songwriters on Capitol 

Hill. He lives in Nashville, the songwriting capitol of the world. 

 

MTP: There is a popular image of a songwriter sitting in front of a piano in a little cubicle 

at the Brill Building or Music Row and grinding out the hits. What kind of business 

relationships do songwriters have today? 

Carnes: Most songwriters today are independent operators.  Music piracy was the death knell 

for the day of music publishers having staffs of songwriters.  The Brill Building is still there but 

the last time I visited it was to talk to the folks at Saturday Night Live.  There wasn’t a 

songwriter in sight.  Business relationships now are with lawyers and managers.  They put 

together the deals and venture capitalists put up the money.  The deals are done to get the next 

big recording artist signed to a label and then everyone gets a piece of the action in some 360 

deal. Used to be you found a great singer then you looked for a great song.  Now you find a great 

deal maker then look for someone with deep pockets. 

 

MTP: Are there more or fewer songwriters working today than there were 10 years ago?  If 

there’s a change, what forces in the business are causing that change? 

Carnes: The days of music publishers who have large staffs of professional songwriters seem to 

be over.  Music publishers used to have both established writers and their ‘farm team’ of new 

talent. Now they have neither.  The people they sign today (if any at all) are either working 
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recording artists or ‘future’ recording artists.  The days of the ‘stand alone’ songwriter appear to 

be over.  There are multiple causes for this situation but most of the damage was wrought by two 

specific problems.  The first being that the Internet has turned into a Cyber-Somalia. 

 

Professional songwriters used to live on advances from their music publisher.  These advances 

were to be recouped from record sales only (“mechanicals” is the industry term for these 

revenues).  Music piracy killed record sales so that made it impossible for music publishers to 

recoup the advances they paid songwriters so they stopped signing writers and let go of the ones 

they had when their contracts ran out.  For example, the music publisher I was writing for in 

1998 had twelve great songwriters on staff.   By 2008, they had no songwriters on staff. For the 

math impaired that is a reduction of 100%. 

 

The second major problem was/is a practice by the record labels of putting “controlled 

composition” clauses in their artists recording contracts.  For the non-lawyers reading this, these 

clauses are a very complicated system established by the record labels to insure that they don’t 

have to pay the full statutory rate imposed by the U.S. Copyright Office for the songs recorded 

by the artist that the artist either writes or “controls”. [Editor's note: this includes songs co-

written with a producer or other writer who is not the artist or a member of a group artist. It 

started right about the time that another SGA member, Hoyt Axton, helped to spearhead 

indexing the mechanical royalty rate to the Consumer Price Index in 1976.] 

 

Once an artist signs a recording contract containing one of these clauses (and since all the major 

labels have them they have little choice) the [beginning] artist will receive, at most, 75% of the 
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statutory rate for recording any song they write or co-write.  It is the co-writing that causes 

problems for the professional songwriters.  The record labels, because they can pay a lesser rate 

for any song written or co-written by the recording artist, insist that the artists now write or co-

write all their songs.  This has lead to a tremendous drop in the number of professional 

songwriters and, in most cases, the quality of the songs.  The public is constantly complaining 

about having to pay US $12 to US $18 dollars for an album with only one or two good songs on 

it.  You can trace the cause of this problem back to the early eighties when all the record labels 

began implementing control compositions clauses in their contracts.  Since then the norm on an 

album is one or two professionally written (or co-written) songs and a lot of filler songs that the 

artist wrote in order to satisfy the record label’s demand for cheap music. 

 

MTP: Tell me about what you do at the Songwriters Guild and the untold riches you are 

being paid for the job? 

Carnes: I am President of the Songwriters Guild of America and if I am supposed to be getting 

“untold riches” someone forgot to tell me!  The mission statement of the SGA is two words 

“Protect Songwriters”.  That lack of specificity has forced me to show up in all kinds of places I 

never thought I would be!   I was the lead witness in the latest Copyright Rate Board hearing.  I 

have testified on behalf of songwriters in both the Senate and the House of Representatives on 

many issues concerning songwriters rights, and I have spent the last ten years flying all over the 

country talking to people about the harm that is being done to American music by the widespread 

theft of songs on the Internet by a mob of anonymous looters. 
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MTP: What is the most common question you get from your membership? 

Carnes: How do I get a song cut by Beyonce? 

 

MTP: What are your top three legislative issues for this Congress? 

Carnes: The performance right in an Audio Visual download; Controlled Compositions; 

Fighting Music Piracy (as always) (If I could add a fourth it would be a ‘bail-out’ for all the 

songwriters who lost their jobs because their intellectual property was not protected by the U.S. 

Government on the Internet). 

 

MTP: Who are you listening to at the moment, and what new music interests you the most? 

Carnes: Luca Mundaca. A fabulous new Brazilian jazz artist who plays great guitar, sings like an 

angel, and writes amazing melodies.  I have no idea what she is singing about since I don’t speak 

Portuguese.  But the songs knock me out anyway.  That’s what I call great songwriting. 

 

MTP: Where do you think that songwriters are going to end up in the next 5-10 years?  

Meaning what role do you think they have in the music business? 

Carnes: Songwriters were the number one loser of income in the U.S. economy in 2004 (Music 

piracy taking its toll).  So we are used to tough times.  I hope to see a bottom form somewhere in 

the steep drop in record sales and a rebound sometime in the next ten years.  If that doesn’t 

happen I guess we will all end up sleeping in the subway! 

 

The real role of songwriters in the music business is to add meaning to people’s lives.  That is not 

a job you want to leave to amateurs. It is a job for professionals. 
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MTP: Do you find that members of Congress do not have a clear idea about the role of 

songwriters as a general rule? 

Carnes: I think they understand the role of songwriters better than the typical major record label 

executive.  At least the Members I have talked to understand that the Constitution includes 

provisions for royalties for creators because without them the quality of life suffers.  While it is 

true that the Copyright laws are very difficult to understand in great detail, the general principle 

that creators have a right to control the copying of their work is understood by all except the 

most radical of the ‘Free Culture’ advocates.  There are a couple of people on the Hill who think 

that ‘Fair Use’ extends to sharing a copyrighted song with the entire world for free. 

 

MTP: Who do you view as the greatest commercial opponents of songwriters? 

Carnes: The Major record labels are our biggest ‘commercial’ opponents.  They have wreaked 

havoc on the songwriting community by forcing controlled composition clauses into their artist 

recording contracts.  After them it would be all those companies out there that want to use our 

songs to sell something else (like advertising) and not pay us a dime.  Anytime you go on a 

website that is offering free music they have no license to use and selling your visits to that site 

to advertisers you are looking at one of the ‘greatest commercial opponent of songwriters’.  I 

wish I could offer you a list but it would be too long to type in one sitting.  Besides, didn’t 

Richard Nixon get in trouble for having an Enemies List? 

 

I hear a lot of talk from Google and the big online companies about their “partnerships” with the 

“music industry”.  I find more often than not when you drill down on what that means is deals 

with major labels. 
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MTP: Do you ever have any of these companies come to you to ask you what you think or 

try to make a deal with your members? 

Carnes: Yes, we have had companies come to us about deals.  But that is because our catalog 

administration program has some hit songs that you have to have in order to compete in the 

market.  So in terms of whether these services are ‘reaching out’ to smaller labels and music 

publishers the SGA is not a good gauge. 

 

MTP: If you had to rank the top five online companies as the “best” meaning most friendly 

to songwriters, who would they be and why? 

Carnes: Songwritersguild.com would be number one *grin* (a shout out here to our 

webmaster).  After that I am not a fan of any particular online company since I have had to spend 

the last three years of my life fighting them in rate court to try to get a decent interactive 

streaming rate. (Which we finally won!) But I am a subscriber to Rhapsody and I check out 

MySpace a lot since I have so many friends that are artists and in bands.  MySpace, at least, has 

exposed a lot of indie music. 

 

MTP: And the five “worst”? 

Carnes: Whoever the top 5 p2p sites are today.  And just for the record, I am not a fan of Google 

because I believe their search algorithm reduces all art to the lowest common denominator. 

That’s a real culture-killer if I ever saw one. 
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MTP: Anti-copyright organizations often try to tell musicians and the music industry that 

they have their eye on the wrong ball, that they can offset the decline in CD sales by selling 

another T-shirt to fans who it would be easy to find because they were all on email. 

Carnes: Songwriters don’t sell T-shirts.  We’re too ugly and we dress funny.  Songwriter fan 

clubs meet in phone booths so the email lists are too small to monetize effectively.  But seriously 

folks, songwriters don’t sell concert tickets, or ancillary merchandise.  We make our money on 

record sales and radio airplay.  Or, we USED to make our money on record sales. Illegal 

downloading ended that.  Now we are looking for new jobs. 

 

The most infuriating thing about being lectured to by anti-copyright groups about how 

songwriters need to get a new ‘business plan’ is who gave them the right to tell us how to make a 

living?  Who are they to say we shouldn’t fight to defend our rights? In truth, I find their 

suggestions are unbelievably arrogant and self-serving. 

 

MTP: Do you find that there are a lot of self-appointed music industry experts who have 

never sold a record?  I’m thinking of a specific event at which I was sneered at by Eben 

Moglun at Future of Music Policy Summit II in 2001 for questioning the effect of piracy on 

independent artists and I was told more or less that I was a primitive thinker because I 

didn’t see that declines in CD sales would be made up by merch.  I’m also thinking of a 

panel I was on with Corynne McSherry of the EFF at which she wedged the audience by 

asking the crowd if “Silicon Valley” was going to let “Hollywood” push it around. 

Thankfully the “Silicon Valley” fans and the “Hollywood” fans hadn’t been tail gaiting or 

painting themselves funny colors.  [Editor's note: And if "Silicon Valley" wouldn't listen to 
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"Hollywood," would "they" listen to musicians in Bollywood, Miami, Seattle, Austin, New 

Orleans, London, Harlem, in no particular order.]  Do you have similar experiences? 

Carnes:  There do seem to be a lot of people trying to make the rules who never played the 

game.  I have had some interesting back and forth on some panels but I must say that the most 

interesting panel I have ever witnessed was at the Leadership Music Digital Summit a couple of 

years back.  The subject was how the music biz could ‘compete with free’. 

 

For some reason there was an actual economist on the panel who was totally silent for the entire 

panel until the very last when he spoke up and said that anyone who thinks there is a business 

model that competes with free is out of his mind.  In any Capitalist society consumers are taught 

from cradle to grave to always get the best ‘deal’ they can, and NO DEAL beats free.  I mention 

his comment only because it was the first time that I ever saw these ‘self-appointed music 

industry experts’ ever called on any of their malarkey by a real expert and the discussion was 

concluded in one sentence. 

 

Castle: If you had to pick the most important issue of 2009 for songwriters, could you and 

if you could, what would it be? 

Carnes: Same as every year for the last 10….Illegal downloading.  If I may quote a real 

economist, “Nothing competes with free”. 

 

Castle: Is Rock and Roll dead? 

Carnes: Yes, Rock and Roll is dead. The genre’ was played out by the mid-seventies but it has 

survived in a zombie-like fashion for thirty years past its expiration date. 
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Part of the charm of Rock music is that practically anyone can play it. It can be written by 

amateurs and performed by teenagers without those difficult and expensive years of training that 

other forms of music require. Unfortunately that also makes it the perfect ‘corporate’ music. You 

can get kids who don’t need money to support families or pay house notes to sign contracts that 

no thinking adult would sign. This allows a record label to exploit ‘this year’s model’ for all they 

are worth until they reach the end of their contract and want to renegotiate for decent terms. Then 

they simply replace them with another teen idol. The simplicity of the music has allowed the 

major labels to treat recording artists like ‘temp workers’. 

 

Hopefully with the decline and fall of the major label system we might finally get to see where 

the music really wants to go once it is released from this corporate death-grip. 


